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We investigate the intinitary logic f.:,,, in which sentences may have arbitrary 
disjunctions and conjunctions, but they involve only finite numbers of distinct 
variables. We show that various tixpoint logics can be viewed as fragments of L”y,,, 
and we describe a game-theoretic characterization of the expressive power of the 
logic. Finally, we study asymptotic probabilities of properties expressible in L”,, 
on finite structures. We show that the cl law holds for Lz,. i.e., the asymptotic 
probability of every sentence in this logic exists and is equal to either 0 or 1. This 
result subsumes earlier work on asymptotic probabilities for various tixpoint logics 
and reveals the boundary of O-l laws for infmitary logics. c 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the model theory of finite structures has been a meeting 
point for research in computer science, combinatorics, and mathematical 
logic. Results and techniques from finite model theory have found 
interesting applications to several other areas, including database theory 
(Chandra and Harel, 1982; Vardi, 1982) and complexity theory (Ajtai, 1983; 
Gurevich, 1984; Immerman, 1986). One particular direction of research has 
focused on the asymptotic probabilities of properties expressible in different 
languages. 
In general, if C is a class of finite structures over some vocabulary and 
if P is a property of some structures in C, then the asymptotic probability 
p(P) on C is the limit as n --+ co of the fraction of the structures in C with 
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n elements which satisfy P, provided that the limit exists. We say that 
P is true almost everywhere on C in case p(P) is equal to 1. If p(P) = 0, 
then we say that P is false almost everywhere. It turns out that many 
interesting properties on the class G of all finite graphs are either 
true almost everywhere or false almost everywhere. It is, for example, well 
known and easy to prove that p(connectivity) = 1, p(rigidity) = 1, while 
p(planarity) = 0 and p( l-colorabilty ) = 0, for / 3 2 (Bollobas, 1979). A 
theorem of Posa (1976) asserts that p(Hamiltonicity)= 1. On the other 
hand, statements about cardinalities, such as “there are an even number of 
elements” do not have an asymptotic probability. 
Fagin (1976) and Glebskii ef al. (1969) were the first to establish a 
fascinating connection between logical definability and asymptotic 
probabilities. More specifically, they showed that if C is the class of all 
finite structures over some relational vocabulary and if P is any property 
expressible in first-order logic, then p(P) exists and is either 0 or 1. This 
result, which is known as the O-1 law for first-order logic, became the 
starting point of a series of investigations aiming in discovering the 
relationship between expressibility in a logic and asymptotic probabilities. 
The recent survey by Compton (1988a) contains an eloquent account of 
developments in this area. 
It is well known that first-order logic has severely limited expressive 
power on finite structures (cf. Fagin, 1975; Aho and Ullman, 1979; 
Gaifman, 1982). In view of this fact, researchers investigated asymptotic 
probabilities in logical languages that go beyond first-order logic. Although 
the (L-1 law fails for second-order logic, it turned out that there are power- 
ful fragments of second-order logic for which the (rl law holds. Moreover, 
the boundary of f&l laws for fragments of second-order logic is now under- 
stood, through the work of Kaufmann and Shelah (1985), Kaufmann 
(1987), Kolaitis and Vardi (1987, 1989, 1990a), and Pacholski and Szwast 
(1989, 1991). 
The limited expressive power of first-order logic is also due to the 
absence of any recursion mechanism. Thus, a different direction of 
investigation pursued the study of O-1 laws for extensions of first-order 
logic that allow for lixpoint or iterative constructs. Talanov (1981) showed 
that the O-1 holds for first-order logic augmented with a transitive closure 
operator. This result was extended by Talanov and Knyazev (1986) and. 
independently, by Blass, Gurevich, and Kozen (1985), who proved that a 
&l law holds for positive-fixpoint logic.’ Positive-Fixpoint logic is obtained 
from first-order logic by adding the leastffixpoint operator for positive 
’ To be precise. Talanov and Knyazev’s result was in terms of a certain iterative extension 
of first-order logic, which in particular includes positive-fixpoint logic. The study of O-1 laws 
for iterative extensions of first-order logic was further pursued by Knyazev (1989). 
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formulas (Moschovakis, 1974; Chandra and Harel, 1982). It can express 
properties which are not first-order definable, such as connectivity, 
acyclicity, and 2-colorability. On the other hand, the class of positive- 
fixpoint properties is in general properly contained in PTIME. In par- 
ticular, “parity” (“there are an even number of elements”) is not expressible 
in positive-fixpoint logic over the class of all finite structures. 
In Kolaitis and Vardi (1987) we studied the extension of first-order logic 
that results by adding while looping as an iteration construct. This 
programming query language was introduced by Chandra and Hare1 
(1982) and, as Abiteboul and Vianu (1989) showed recently, can be viewed 
as first-order logic augmented with a partial-fixpoint operator for arbitrary 
first-order formulas. Following Abiteboul and Vianu (1989), we use the 
term partial-fixpoint properties for properties expressible in this logic. Par- 
tial-lixpoint properties contain all positive-fixpoint properties and are in 
turn properly contained in the ones computable in PSPACE. Moreover, 
there are partial-fixpoint properties that are complete for PSPACE. 
In Kolaitis and Vardi (1987) we announced the &l law for partial- 
lixpoint logic (we called it there iterative logic) and sketched a proof that 
uses model-theoretic methods similar to the ones employed by Blass, 
Gurevich, and Kozen (1985) for positive-lixpoint logic. In particular, the 
proof uses the compactness theorem of mathematical logic and a model- 
theoretic characterization of w-categorical theories due to Engeler (1959), 
Ryll-Nardzewski (1959), Svenonius (1959) and Vaught (1961). 
Are there logics having higher expressive power than partial-fixpoint 
logic and possessing the &l law? 
Since first-order logic has a linitary syntax, another way to increase its 
expressive power is to allow for inlinitary formation rules. One of the most 
powerful logics resulting this way is the inlinitary logic L,, which allows 
for arbitrary disjunctions and conjunctions. The (rl law fails, however, for 
L ‘UW? since “parity” is expressible as a countable disjunction of first-order 
sentences. 
Barwise (1977) introduced a family Lk,,, k a positive integer, of 
inlinitary logics that consist of all sentences of L,, with at most k distinct 
variables. Although these logics were studied originally on infinite struc- 
tures, they turn out to have interesting uses in theoretical computer science. 
They have been investigated on finite structures in their own right in 
Kolaitis (1985) and Kolaitis and Vardi (1990b). They also underlie much 
of the work in Immerman (1982), de Rougemont (1987), Lakshmanan and 
Mendelzon (1989), and Cai et al. (1989), although their use there is rather 
implicit. 
We investigate here definability and &l laws for the inlinitary languages 
crxo~ k 2 1. We show first that every partial-fixpoint property is expressible 
by a formula of Lk,,, for some k 2 1. This containment is strict, since it is 
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known that the iniinitary languages Lk,,, k 3 2, can express non-recursive 
properties. After this, we establish that the O-1 law holds for the intinitary 
logic L”,, = Up=, Lk,,. This result on the one hand subsumes the earlier 
work on O-l laws for positive-fixpoint logic and partial-fixpoint logic and 
on the other reveals the boundary of 0-l laws for fragments of L,,, since, 
as mentioned before, “parity” is expressible as a countable disjunction of 
first-order sentences (a disjunction, however, which involves infinitely 
many distinct variables). 
We supply three different proofs of the (rl law for L”,,, each one 
illuminating the result from a different perspective. The first proof is a 
generalization of the proofs in Blass et al. (1985) for positive-fixpoint logic 
and in Kolaitis and Vardi (1987) for partial-fixpoint logic. This proof is 
interesting in its use of infinite-model theory to prove a result in tinite- 
model theory (a paradigm established by Fagin, 1976). In contrast, our 
next two proofs are in the spirit of “pure” finite-model theory and they do 
not appeal to “infinitistic” arguments. One proof is based on a quantitier- 
elimination method, while the second uses pebble games for infinitary 
logics. 
2. INFINITARY L0~1c.s 
The limited expressive power of first-order logic is due to its iinitary 
syntax and to the absence of any recursion or iteration mechanism. Higher 
expressive power can be achieved by augmenting the syntax of first-order 
logic either with infinitary formation rules or with tixpoint operators that 
act as recursion or iteration constructs. In this section we consider certain 
infinitary logics, study their properties, and compare them to fixpoint 
logics. 
2.1. Infinitary Logics with a Fixed Number of Variables 
Different infinitary logics arise by allowing for infinite disjunctions 
and conjunctions, or by allowing for infinite strings of quantifiers, or by 
allowing for both at the same time. We consider the infinitary logic L,,, 
which is the extension of first-order logic that results by allowing infinite 
disjunctions and conjunctions in the syntax, while keeping the quantifier 
strings finite (cf. Barwise and Feferman, 1985). To illustrate the gain in 
expressive power, recall the well-known fact that the property “there are an 
even number of elements” is not expressible by any first-order sentence on 
finite structures. Let p, be a first-order sentence stating that there are 
exactly n elements. Then the infinitary sentence V,“= 1 p2,, asserts that “there 
are an even number of elements”. 
We now define formally the syntax of the intinitary logic L,,. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let e be a vocabulary consisting of finitely many 
relational and constant symbols and let (u,, . . . . v,, . ..} be a countable set 
of variables. The class L,, of infinitary formulas over e is the smallest 
collection of expressions such that 
l it contains all first-order formulas over a; 
l if cp is an infinitary formula, then so is 1 cp ; 
l if $ is an inlinitary formula and ui is a variable, then (Vu,)cp and 
(3v,)(p are also infmitary formulas; 
l if Y is a set of inlinitary formulas, then VY and A!P are also 
inlinitary formulas.’ 
The concept of a free variable in an L,, formula is defined in the same 
way as for first-order logic. A sentence of L,, is a formula cp of L,, with 
no free variables. The semantics of infinitary formulas is a direct extension 
of the semantics of first-order logic, with VY interpreted as a disjunction 
over all formulas in Y and l\Y interpreted as a conjunction. 
In general, inlinitary formulas, even inlinitary sentences, may have an 
infinite number of distinct variables. We now focus attention on fragments 
of L,, in which the total number of variables is required to be finite. 
Variables, however, may have an infinite number of occurrences in such 
formulas. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let k be a positive integer. 
l The infinitary logic with k variables, denoted by Lk,,, consists of all 
formulas of L,, with at most k distinct variables. 
l The infinitary logic L”,, consists of all formulas of L,, with a finite 
number of distinct variables. Thus, 
9 We write LL, for the collection of all first-order formulas with at 
most k variables. 
The family Lzo of the infinitary languages Lko, k 3 1, was introduced 
first by Barwise (1977), as a tool for studying positive-fixpoint logic on 
infinite structures. Since that time, however, these languages have had 
numerous uses and applications in theoretical computer science. Indeed, 
’ In mathematical logic, the notation LxA, where k and 2 are infinite cardinal numbers, has 
been used to denote the intinitary logic in which we can form new formulas by taking disjunc- 
tions and conjunctions of sets of formulas of cardinality less than K, and by applying strings 
of quantifiers of length less than 1. Thus, L,.,,,= lJ,L,,,. 
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they underlie much of the work in Immerman (1982), de Rougemont 
(1987), Lakshmanan and Mendelzon (1989), and Cai et al. (1989) and they 
have also been studied in their own right in Kolaitis (1985) and Kolaitis 
and Vardi (1990b). 
We now give some examples that illustrate the expressive power of 
infinitary logic with a fixed number of variables. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Cardinalities of total orders. Assume that the vocabulary 
cr consists of a binary relation symbol < and we are considering only the 
structures in which the interpretation of < is a total order. Let z,, be a first- 
order sentence asserting that “there are at least n elements.” On arbitrary 
structures over the vocabulary g, the sentence T” requires n distinct 
variables. Immerman and Kozen (1989) pointed out, however, that on 
total orders z, is equivalent to a sentence in L&,,. For example, z4 can be 
written as 
(3x$)(x <Y A PXKV <x A (3JNx <u))). 
It follows that on total orders the sentence p, asserting that there are 
exactly n elements is also in L%, , since it is equivalent to ~~ A 1 T, + i. As 
a result, on total orders properties such as “there are an even number of 
elements,” “ the universe is finite,” etc., are expressible in Lc,. In general, 
if P is any set of positive integers, then the property “the cardinality of the 
total order is a member of P” is expressible in Lc,, since it is definable by 
It follows that L& can express non-recursive properties on total orders. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Paths and connectivity. Assume that the vocabulary (r 
consists of a single binary relation E and let P,,(x, v) be a first-order 
formula over c asserting that there is a path of length n from x to ,r. 
The obvious way to write P”(x, y) requires n + 1 variables, namely 
(3x, . ..3x.-,)(E(x, x,) A E(x,, x2) A ... A E(x,-,,y)). 
It is well known, however, that each P,,(x, y) is equivalent to a formula in 
L&,, i.e., a first-order formula with at most three distinct variables x, JJ, Z. 
To see this, put 
P,(x, Y) = E(x, u) 
and assume, by induction on n, that JJ~ _ ,(x, y) is equivalent to a formula 
in Li,,. Then 
&(x, y) = (3z)CE(x, z) A (j-x)(x = = A Pn- ,(.Y, y))]. 
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It follows that “connectivity” is a property of graphs expressible in LL,, 
since it is given by the formula 
wY(.ijrP”(I,Y)). 




V’x) A lPn(X, xl . 
,,= 1 > 
More generally, if P is any set of positive integers, then the property “x and 
y are connected by a path whose length is a number in P” is expressible in 
LL via the formula 
v PJ.7 ?‘). 
n-zP 
It follows that L”,, can express non-recursive properties on finite graphs. 
Properties such as “connectivity” and “there is no cycle” are also known 
to be expressible in positive-fixpoint logic. We next consider extensions of 
first-order logic with fixpoint formation rules and compare the resulting 
logics to L”,,. 
2.2 Fixpoint logics 
Let o be a vocabulary, let S be an n-ary relation symbol not in (T, let 
Wl 3 . . . . x,, S) be a first-order formula over the vocabulary CJ u {S>, and 
let D be a finite structure over 0. The formula cp gives rise to an operator 
@(S) from n-ary relations on the universe D of D to n-ary relations on D, 
where 
Q(T)= {(a,, . . . . a,): D I= ~(a,, . . . . a,, T)}, 
for every n-ary relation T on D. 
Every such operator Q(S) generates a sequence of stages that are 
obtained by iterating Q(S). We will be interested here in the relationship 
between the stages of the operator and its fixpoints. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let D be a finite structure over the vocabulary rr. 
l The stages @“, m > 1, of @ on D, are defined by the induction 
@‘=@p(@), .m+l=.(@m). 
l We say that a relation Ton D is a jiixpoint of the operator Q(S) (or, 
of the formula 40) if G(T) = T. 
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Intuitively, one would like to associate with an operator Q(S) the “limit” 
of its stages. This is possible only when the sequence @“, m > 1, of the 
stages “converges,” i.e., when there is an integer m, such that Omo = Orno+ ’ 
and, hence, amo= am, for all m z m,. Note that in this case Qpmo is a 
fixpoint of Q(S), since GmO+’ = @(@““). The sequence of stages, however, 
may not converge. In particular, this will happen if the formula cp(x, S) has 
no fixpoints. Thus, additional conditions have to be imposed on the for- 
mulas considered in order to ensure that the sequence of stages converges. 
A formula cp(x,, . . . . x,, S) is positive in S if every occurrence of S in cp is 
within an even number of negations. Positiveness is a natural syntactic con- 
dition that guarantees convergence. Indeed, if cp(x, S) is positive in S, then 
the associated operator @ is monotone (i.e., if T, E T,, then @(T,) E @(T,)) 
and, as a result, the sequence @“, m z 1, of stages is increasing. If D is a 
finite structure with s elements, then every stage Qrn has at most s” 
elements and, consequently, there is an integer m. d S” such that @“‘O = am 
for every m > m,. Thus, the sequence of stages of cp(x, S) converges to @“o. 
Moreover, it is easy to verify that Qmo is the least fixpoint of cp(x, S); i.e., 
it is a fixpoint of cp with the property that @“‘O c T for every lixpoint T of 
cp. We write cpa or @” to denote the least lixpoint of cp. 
Remark 2.6. Although here we are mainly interested in finite structures, 
we should point out that the stages of a formula can also be defined on 
infinite structures. This is done by transfinite induction on the ordinals, 
where at limit stages the operator Q(S) is applied to the union of the 
previously defined stages. A positive formula has a least lixpoint on every 
infinite structure, which is equal to some transfinite stage of the formula. 
The existence of least fixpoints for positive formulas is an instance of a 
more general result about fixpoints in a lattice-theoretic framework (cf. 
Tarski, 1955.) 
Positive-fixpoint logic is first-order logic augmented with the least 
fixpoint formation rule for positive formulas. The canonical example of a 
formula of positive-fixpoint logic is provided by the least Iixpoint (P%(x, y) 
of the first-order formula 
m, Y) v (3z)(% z) * a Y)). 
In this case (pI”(x, y) defines the transitive closure of the edge relation E. It 
follows that connectivity is a property expressible in positive-fixpoint logic, 
but, as is well known (cf. Fagin, 1975, Aho and Ullman, 1979), not in first- 
order logic. 
As a fresh example, we consider 2-colorability. Using Ehrenfeucht- 
Fraisse games, it can be proved that this property is not expressible in 
first-order logic. We now show that 2-colorability on directed graphs 
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without loops is expressible in fixpoint logic. For this, let cp(x, y, S) be the 
first-order formula 
E(x, y) v (32)(3w)(E(x, 2) A E(z, M’) A S(U), y)), 
where E is a binary relation symbol in the vocabulary cr. It is easy to verify 
that (pa(x, JJ) holds if and only if there is a path of odd length from x to 
y. It follows that a directed graph G = (A, E) is not 2-colorable if and only 
if 3xrp”(x, x). 
The theory of positive-lixpoint logic on infinite structures was developed 
in Moschovakis (1974). Chandra and Hare1 (1982) were the first to focus 
attention on the collection FP of properties expressible in positive-fixpoint 
logic on finite structures (positiue-fix@zt properties). Since that time 
positive-fixpoint logic has been studied extensively on finite structures and 
this has resulted to a thorough understanding of its expressive power (cf. 
Chandra (1988) for a survey of results in this area). We should remark that 
often in the literature positive-fixpoint logic is referred to as simplyfixpoint 
logic. 
Every positive-lixpoint property is computable in polynomial time (in 
the size of the finite structure), because the sequence of stages converges to 
the least lixpoint in polynomially many iterations. On the other hand there 
are PTIME properties, such as “there are an even number of elements”, 
that are not in FP (Chandra and Harel, 1982). Positive-fixpoint logic 
can express, however, PTIME-complete properties, for example the path 
systems problem in Cook (1974). Moreover, on ordered finite structures 
(i.e., on finite structures where a binary relation symbol is always inter- 
preted as a total order) we have that FP = PTIME (Immerman, 1986; 
Vardi, 1982). 
How can we obtain logics with iteration constructs that are more 
expressive than positive-lixpoint logic? A more powerful logic results if one 
iterates arbitrary first-order operators, until a fixpoint is reached (which 
may never happen). In this case we may have non-terminating computa- 
tions, unlike positive-lixpoint logic, where the iteration is guaranteed to 
converge. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let 0 be a vocabulary, let S be an n-ary relation 
symbol not in 0, let (p(xi, . . . . x,, S) be a first-order formula over the 
vocabulary u u {S}, let D be a finite structure over 0, and let @“‘, m 2 1, 
be the sequence of stages of the associated operator Q(S). 
If there is an integer m, such that @“O = Q”“‘+ ‘, then we put 
v w  = @” = @“‘O; otherwise, we set cp”O = @” = @. In the former case we 
say that cp converges on D, and in the latter case we say that q diverges on 
D. We call (pm the partial-fixpoint of c~ on D. 
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Partial-Fixpoint Logic is first-order logic augmented with the partial- 
Iixpoint formation rule for arbitrary first-order formulas. We write PFP for 
the collection of all properties definable by formulas of partial-fixpoint 
logic on finite structures. 
Partial-lixpoint logic on finite structures has been investigated by 
Abiteboul and Vianu (1989). In particular, they established that the class 
PFP of partial-fixpoint properties on finite structures coincides with the 
class of properties expressible in the language RQL (ranked query 
language), introduced by Chandra and Hare1 (1982) and studied also in 
Kolaitis and Vardi (1987) under the name iteratioe logic. The latter is 
an extension of first-order logic obtained by adding while looping as an 
iteration construct. 
As with positive-fixpoint logic, the syntax of partial-lixpoint logic allows 
for the interleaving of first-order operations (including negation) with the 
partial-Iixpoint operator. Abiteboul and Vianu (1989) showed, however, 
that this does not give rise to a hierarchy of properties and that a single 
application of the partial-Iixpoint operator suffices to generate all PFP 
properties. An analogous result for fixpoint logic had been obtained by 
Immerman (1986) and Gurevich and Shelah (1986). 
Note that for every first-order formula cp(~ , , . . . . x,, S), if D is a finite 
structure with s elements, then either the sequence @“, m 2 1, of stages 
converges or it cycles. Which of the two is the case can be determined by 
carrying out at most 2”” iterations of @. Thus, the computation of the par- 
tial-fixpoint requires space polynomial in the size s of the structure D, since 
we only have to store one stage at a time and compute the next stage, while 
making sure that the current level of iteration has not exceeded 2”“. Note 
also that if cp(x,, . . . . x,, S) is a positive in S formula, then the partial- 
fixpoint of cp coincides with the least fixpoint of cp, because the sequence of 
stages converges. It follows that partial-fixpoint logic is an extension of 
positive-lixpoint logic. 
As a result of the above facts, we have that 
FP E PFP E PSPACE. 
The class PFP of partial-lixpoint properties is properly contained in 
PSPACE, since the property of “cardinality is even” is not in PFP 
(Chandra and Harel, 1982). On the other hand, it turns out that on 
ordered finite structures PFP = PSPACE, because on such structures 
partial-fixpoint logic can simulate PSPACE computations. (This was 
shown by Vardi (1982) to hold for the class of while properties, which is 
equivalent to PFP (Abiteboul and Vianu, 1989). Note that this implies that 
PFP $Z PTIME, assuming that PTIME # PSPACE. 
Chandra and Hare1 (1982) posed the problem of showing that FP is 
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properly contained in PFP on the class of all finite structures over a 
vocabulary 6. No progress was made on this problem until recently, when 
Abiteboul and Vianu (1991) showed that FP # PFP if and only if 
PTIME # PSPACE. Thus, the separation problem for these two fixpoint 
logics on the class of all finite structures is equivalent to one of the out- 
standing problems in complexity theory. 
Our next result shows that partial-fixpoint logic can be subsumed by the 
inlinitary logic L”,,. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let a be a vocabulary, let S be an n-ary relation symbol 
not m a, let cp(x,, . . . . x,, S) be a first-order formula over the vocabulary 
a v {S}, and assume that the total number of distinct variables (free and 
bound) occurring in cp is equal to k. Let Q(S) be the operator associated with 
cp, where 
~(T)={(a,,...,a,):D~cp(a,,...,a,,T)}, 
for any n-ary relation T on the universe D of a structure D over a. Then 
l For every m > 1, the stage @“‘(x1, . . . . x,) of @ is definable by a 
formula of Lk,:” on all finite structures over a. 
l The partial-fixpoint (pna(xI, . . . . x,) of cp(x,, ,,., x,, S) is definable by a 
formula of Lk,+,” on all finite structures. 
Proof Let y,, . . . . yn be n new distinct variables not occurring in cp. We 
will show, by induction on m, that every stage @“, m 2 1, is expressible by 
a formula (pm(x,, . . . . x,) of Liz” whose variables are those of rp and 
yl, . . . . y,. The claim is obvious for the first stage @’ = @(a). Assume that 
the induction hypothesis holds for @“. By definition of the stages, we have 
that 
@ m+l (x 1 > ..., x,) = cp(X,) . ..) x,, @“). 
At this point, one would like to replace every occurrence of a subformula 
of the form S(t,, . . . . t,) in cp(x,, . . . . x,, S) by the formula (pm(xl/tl, . . . . x,/t,), 
where the latter formula is obtained from @“(xi, . . . . x,) by substituting ti 
for each free occurrence of xi, 1 < i < n. This, however, may increase the 
total number of variables in the resulting formula beyond any predescribed 
bounds, since one would have to make the substitutions not to cp”(x,, . . . . x,), 
but to an equivalent formula (possibly having more variables) in which 
each ti can be sustituted for xi (without changing the meaning of the 
formula). It turns out, nevertheless, that the above difficulty can be circum- 
vented as follows. 
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Replace every occurrence of a subformula of the form s(t,, . . . . t,) in 
d-x 1, . . . . x,, S) by the expression 
(9, . ..ly.)[(y,=t, A ... r\y,=t,) 
A (3x, . . 3x,*)(x1 =y, A ... A X, =y, A ij”(X,, . . . . X,))]. 
The resulting expression yields a formula q”+ ‘(x,, . . . . x,) of L”,:” (whose 
variables are those of cp and .v, , . . . . .v,) that defines Cp” + ’ uniformly on all 
finite structures. 
It is now easy to show that on finite structures the partial-lixpoint (p3: 
of the formula cp(x, , . . . . x,, S) is expressible by a formula of Lk,+,“. Recall 
that ~p’~ is equal to some stage @“O such that @“O = @“‘O+ ‘, if such a stage 
exists, or equal to @ otherwise. Thus, 
cp”(x)z 0 [(vx)(qY+’ (X)++cprn(X))l A V(x). I 
m=l 
The preceding Theorem 2.8 constitutes an extension of an earlier result 
to the effect that on every fixed structure the inlinitary logic L”,, can 
express every positive-fixpoint formula. That result appeared in print in 
Barwise (1977) and Immerman (1982), but actually goes back to the 
unpublished Ph. D. thesis of A. Rubin (1975). 
COROLLARY 2.9. L”,, can express every partial-fixpoint property on 
finite structures. Thus, on finite structures 
FP E PFP c Lz,, . 
As mentioned earlier, L”,, on finite graphs can capture non-recursive 
properties. Since every PFP property is recursive (actually in PSPACE), it 
follows that the inclusion PFP E LW,, is proper. 
2.3. Lk,,-Equivalence and Pebble Games 
Two structures are equivalent in some logic L if no sentence of L dis- 
tinguishes them. This is a central concept in every logic and plays an 
important role in model theory. We discuss here equivalence in the 
inlinitary logics with a fixed number of variables. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let A and B be two structures over the vocabulary 0 
and let k be a positive integer. 
l Assume that a,, . . . . a,,, and b,, . . . . b, are finite sequences of distinct 
elements from the universes of A and B, respectively, where 1 <m d k. We 
write 
(A, a,, . . . . a,,,) -~co(B, b,, . . . . b,) 
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to denote that for every formula cp(u,, . . . . u,) of Lk,, with free variables 
among u,, . . . . u, we have that 
A, a 1, ‘.., a, k cp(u,, . . . . u,) if and only if B, b,, . . . . b, k cp(u,, . . . . u,). 
l We say that A is Lk,, -equivalent to B, and we write A=k,,B, if A 
and B satisfy the same sentences of Lk,,. 
l We say that A is L&,, -equivalent to B, and we write A - k,,B, if A 
and B satisfy the same sentences of first-order logic with k variables. 
The connection between definability in Lk,, and the equivalence relation 
E k xw is described by the following two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let o be a vocabulary, let 9 be the class of all finite 
structures over o, and let k be a positive integer. Then every equivalence class 
of the equivalence relation E “,, on SF is definable by a sentence of Lk,,. 
Proof Observe first that the equivalence relation E “,, on 9 has only 
countably many equivalence classes. This is because there are only coun- 
tably many non-isomorphic finite structures and every equivalence class is 
a union of isomorphism classes. Let Co, C,, . . . be an enumeration of the 
equivalence classes of = “a, on 9. 
Let i > 0. For all j # i, there is a sentence $j of Lk,, such that II/, holds 
for the structures in Ci, but fails for the structures in Cj. Thus, the 
countable conjunction Aj+i t+kj is a sentence of Lk,, that is satisfied exactly 
by the structures in Ci. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let %? be a class of finite structures over the 
vocabulary Q and let k be a positive integer. Then the following statements 
are equivalent : 
1. The class V is Lk,, -definable, i.e. there is a sentence cp of Lk,, such 
that for any finite structure A over a we have that 
2. If A and B are finite structures over a such that A E $9 and 
A=k,,B, then BE%?. 
Proof The direction (1) =S (2) follows from the definition of - “,,. 
For the other direction, assume that statement (2) holds for the class 5%‘. 
The preceding Proposition 2.11 implies that for each i> 0 there is a sen- 
tence Yi of Lk,, that defines the ith equivalence class Ci of -k,, on finite 
structures. We now claim that the countable disjunction VCIEV Yi, which 
is a sentence of Lk,, defines the class 59. Assume that A is a structure in 
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W and let C, be the equivalence class of Lk,, to which A belongs. Then, by 
hypothesis, we have that %,E%‘. Thus, A k VC,EW Yi, since A k Y,. 
Conversely, assume that A is a finite structure satisfying Y,, where C, E V. 
Then AEC,, so AE%?. 1 
Remark 2.13. Note that the proof of Proposition 2.12 used only the 
property that Lk,, is closed under countable conjunctions and disjunctions. 
Thus, the proposition can be generalized to any logic that has this closure 
property. In particular, the proposition can be applied to any logic that is 
closed under finite conjunctions and disjunctions and has a finite number 
of equivalence relations. For example, if we consider the fragment L, of 
first-order logic consisting of first-order sentences of quantifier depth r, 
then the analogous version of the above Proposition 2.12 holds for L,. The 
reason for this is that, by FraissC’s theorem (Fraisse, 1954), the relation of 
elementary equivalence on L, has finitely many equivalence classes. 
It is known that ~2, -equivalence can be characterized in terms of an 
infnitary k-pebble game. This game was implicit in Barwise (1977) and was 
described in detail in Immerman (1982). 
DEFINITION 2.14. Assume that A and B are two structures over the 
vocabulary g and let ci, . . . . c, and d,, . . . . d, be the interpretations of the 
constant symbols of 0 on A and B, respectively. 
The k-pebble game between Players I and II on the structures A and B 
has the following rules: 
Player I chooses one of the two structures A and B and places a pebble 
on one of its elements. Player II responds by placing a pebble on an 
element of the other structure. Player I chooses again one of the two struc- 
tures and the game continues this way until k pebbles have been placed on 
each structure. 
Let ai and b;, 1 d i 6 k, be the elements of A and B, respectively, picked 
by the two players in the ith move. Player I wins the game at this point if 
one of the following two conditions holds: 
. Two of the pebbles are on the same element of one of the structures, 
while the corresponding two pebbles are on different elements of the other 
structure, i.e., a, = aj and bi # bj (or ai # aj and 6, = bj), for some i and j 
such that 1~ i<jd k. 
l The previous condition fails and the mapping h with 
h(a,) = b,, l<idk, 
and 
h(c,) = d,, 1 <j<l, 
643/98/2-10 
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is not an isomorphism between the substructures of A and B with universes 
and 
respectively. 
IQ , 3 . . . . ak} u (c,, . ..) c,) 
(b, 3 . ..’ bk) u (d,, ..., 4) 
If both conditions fail, then Player I removes some corresponding pairs of 
pebbles and the game resumes until again k pebbles have been placed on 
each structure. Player II wins the game if he can continue playing 
“forever”, i.e., if Player I can never win a round of the game. 
In the preceding definition we have described in a rather informal the 
concept “Player II wins the k-pebble game on A and B.” The concept of a 
winning strategJJ for Player II in the k-pebble game is formalized in what 
follows (cf. also Barwise, 1977, Immerman, 1982). 
DEFINITION 2.15. Let A and B be two structures over the vocabulary CJ 
and let ci, . . . . c, and d,, . . . . n, be the interpretations of the constant symbols 
of (r on A and B, respectively. 
A partial isomorphism between A and B is a function h such that its 
domain is a finite subset of the universe of A containing the elements 
c,, . . . . cI of A, its range is a finite subset of the universe of B containing the 
elements d,, . . . . d, of B, h(cj) = d,, 1 6 j < 1, and h is an isomorphism 
between the substructures of A and B with universes the domain and range 
of h respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.16. Let k be a positive integer, let A and B be two 
structures over the vocabulary cr, and let c,, . . . . c, and d,, . . . . d, be the inter- 
pretations of the constant symbols of C-J on A and B, respectively. 
We say that Playyer II has a winning strategy in the k-pebble game on A 
and B if there is a non-empty family X of partial isomorphisms between 
A and B such that 
l Y? is closed under subfunctions: iffE S@ and {(cl, d,), . . . . (c,, d,)} c 
g of (as sets of ordered pairs), then g E Y. 
l X has the back and forth property up to k : if f E S and 1 f ( < k + 1, 
then for any element a E A (respectively b E B) there is an element b in B 
(respectively u E A) such that the function f  u {(a, b)) is in SF. 
The crucial connection between k-pebble games and Lk,,-equivalence is 
provided by the following result, which is due to Barwise (1977, cf. also 
Immerman, 1982). We include here a detailed proof of this result, since 
only a hint for the proof is given in Barwise (1977). 
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THEOREM 2.17. Let A and B be two structures over the vocabulary 0, and 
let k be a positive integer. The following are equivalent: 
1. A&B. 
2. Player II has a winning strategy for the k-pebble game on A and B. 
Proqf Let c,, . . . . cI and dl, . . . . d, be the interpretations of the constant 
symbols of c on A and B, respectively. Assume first that A E k,,,B. We have 
to show that there is a family X of partial isomorphisms on A and B that 
provides a winning strategy for Player II in the k-pebble game. 
The desired family X consists of all partial isomorphisms between A and 
B such that the following hold: 
l The domain of h is a set of the form {c,, . . . . c,, a,, . . . . a,} and the 
range of 11 is a set of the form {d,, . . . . d,, b,, . . . . b,}, where m 6 k. 
l h(c;) = d, for all j < m, and h(a,) = b,, for all i < m. 
l (A, a,, .  .  .  .  a,) -L,,,(B, bl, .  .  .  .  b,n). 
We show now that 2 has the required properties: 
1. S? is non-empty, because A E “,, B and, thus, the function h with 
h(ci) = d,, 1 6 j 6 1, is a member of 31”. 
2. It is clear from the definitions that 3 is closed under subfunctions, 
3. It remains to show that X has the back and forth property up to 
k. Assume that f~ SF and IfI = m + I < k + 1. Then there are sequences of 
distinct elements a,, . . . . a, in A and b,, . . . . 6, in B such that h(a,)= bi, 
1 <idm, and 
(4 ~1, . . . . a,) = k,,(B, b,, -, b,). 
There are two parts in the back-and-forth property up to k: in the “forth” 
part we have to show that for every element a in A there is an element b 
in B such that f u {(a, b)} is in X, while in the “back” part we have to 
show that for every b in B there is an a in A such that f u {(a, b)} is in X. 
We claim that for any element a in A that is different from a,, ,,., a, 
there is an element b in B that is different from b, , . . . . b, and is such that 
(A, aI, . . . . a,,,, a) = k,(B, b,, . . . . b,, b). 
Assume that no such b E B exists for a certain a E A. Then for every b E B 
that is different from b,, . . . . b, there is a formula ll/Jvi, . . . . v,, u) of L”,, 
over (r such that 
and 
(A, aI, . . . . a,, a) k $b(~lr . . . . u,, u) 
(B> b,, . ..> L b) I# $/,(v,, . . . . v,, VI. 
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Hence, 
(A, a,, . . . . a,) != (3~) (0, Z u) A .‘. A (V,fU) A /j Iclb(V1, ..., u,, v) , 
btB > 
and, at the same time, 
(B, b,, . . . . b,)tf (30) (V, #V) A ... A (%,,fU) A /j $b(ot, . ..> V,, 0) . 
i bcB 1 
But this is a contradiction, since 
(3u) (VI #v) A . . . 
( 
* (u,#v) * / j  $b(Ul, . . . . OH,, u) 
bsB > 
is an Lk,,-formula and (A, a,, . . . . a,) z L,(B, b,, . . . . b,). 
This concludes the argument for the “forth” part of the back-and-forth- 
property. The “back” part is analogous, using an inlinitary conjunction 
over elements of A. 
Assume now that Player II has a winning strategy in the k-pebble game 
on A and B. Let 2 be a family of partial isomorphisms providing Player II 
with a winning strategy. 
We show, by induction on the construction of LLo formulas, that if 
*(U , , . . . . v,) is a formula of Lk,, whose variables are among ur, . . . . vk and 
whose free variables are among vr , . . . . v,, then the following property (*) 
holds: 
(*) For all h E X with (hi B I + m and for any elements 
(a 1, . . . . a,} (not necessarily distinct) from the domain of 
h, we have 
(A, aI1 . . . . a,) I= Il/(b t -., v,) if and only if 
04 MaI 1, -., Ma,)) k ti(ul, . . . . v,). 
After property (*) is established, we will be able to infer that A z k,,B by 
applying this property to sentences of Lk,,, and to an arbitrary member of 
the non-empty family 2. 
The base case in the induction (atomic formulas and inequalities) is 
obvious. The inductive steps for negation -I, inlinitary disjunction v , and 
infinitary conjuction A are straightforward using the induction hypothesis. 
Assume that the formula $(vl, . . . . v,) is of the form (3~) x(v,, . . . . v,, v) 
and that the property (* ) holds for the formula x(u, , . . . . v,, v). Let h be a 
partial isomorphism in 2 such that (hi 2 1 +m. We have to show that if 
a,, . . . . a, are arbitrary elements (not necessarily distinct) from the domain 
of h. then 
A, aI, . . . . a, k (30) x(u,, . . . . u,, u)*B, Ma,), . . . . A(a (3~) x(ul, . . . . u,, ~1. 
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Note that, by our assumption about the variables of $, we must have that 
u is a variable vi, for some j such that 1 <j< k. We now distinguish two 
cases, namely the case where j > m and the case where j d m. 
If j > m, then it must also be the case that m < k. Let a E A be such that 
(A, a,, . . . . a,, a) I= x(u1, . . . . u,,,, u,). 
Consider the subfunction h* of h with domain the set {c,, . . . . cI, a,, . . . . a,). 
Note that h* is a member of Y?, since 2 is closed under subfunctions. By 
the “forth” part of the back and forth property applied to h* and a, there 
is an element b E B such that h* u {(a, b)} is in 2. By applying the induc- 
tion hypothesis to x(ui, . . . . u,, u) and to h* u {(a, b)}, we infer that 
and, hence, 
(B, h(a, 1, . . . . h(a,), b)+ x(u,, . . . . urn, ~1~) 
The other direction is proved in a similar way using the “back” part of the 
back and forth property up to k for the family 2. 
Finally, assume that j < m. In this case, the free variables of the formula 
x are among the variables u,, . . . . v, and 
(A, al, ...t a,- 13 Ui+ 1 t ...v U,) k (3Uj) X(U, 5 ...) l)J. 
Let g be the subfunction of h with domain the set 
{C 19 ...? c/, ul 3 ...2 ujL 19 ui+ 1 f ...9 um}. 
Observe that 1 gl < I+ m - 1 < I + k and that g is a member of Z’, since X 
is closed under subfunctions. Let a E A be such that 
(A, ~1, . . . . ai-, , a, a;+ 1, . . . . 4 I= x(u,, . . . . u,). 
By the “forth” part of the back forth property applied to g and a, there is 
an element b E B such that g u {(a, b)} is in X. By applying the induction 
hypothesis to x(0,, . . . . u,) and to gu ((a, b)}, we infer that 
(B, Aal), . . . . Aa,- I), b, da,+ 11, . ..> s(a,)) b x(u,, . . . . urn) 
and, hence, 
(B, h(a, ), . . . . h(d) k Vu,) x(u, 3 . ..> urn), 
since g(u,) = h(u,) for i #j and the satisfaction relation depends only on the 
free variables of a formula. The other direction is proved in a similar way 
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using the “back” part of the back and forth property up to k for the 
family 2. 1 
Remark 2.18, The preceding Theorem 2.17 and the above remarks 
should be contrasted with C. Karp’s (1965) characterization of equivalence 
in the inlinitary logic L,, (cf. also Barwise and Feferman, 1985). 
According to this result, two structures A and B satisfy the same sentences 
of JL if and only if there is a family X of partial isomorphisms between 
A and B such that 2 has the back and forth property (with no cardinality 
restrictions on the size of the partial isomorphisms). It should be pointed 
out X does not have to posses the closure under subfunctions property, 
which was used in a critical way in establishing the direction (2) * (1) of 
the preceding Theorem 2.17. 
For L,,, the proof goes through without the closure under subfunctions 
property, because in the case of existential quantification one can rename 
variables and assume that the existentially quantified variable v is not one 
of the variables v,, . . . . v,. 
The preceding Theorem 2.17 holds for arbitrary finite or infinite struc- 
tures A and B. In the case of infinite structures, the infinitary syntax of Lk,, 
plays a crucial role in the proof. On the other hand, close scrutiny of the 
proof reveals that if both A and B are finite structures, then one can restrict 
attention to the first-order sentences of Lk,,,,. 
COROLLARY 2.19. Let A and B be two finite structures over the 
vocabulary o and let k be a positive integer. The following are equivalent: 
1. A&B. 
2. A&,,B. 
3. Player II has a winning strategy for the k-pebble game on A and B. 
Proof. The argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.17 goes here 
through virtually unchanged. One need only observe that in showing the 
implication (1) * (3) the conjunctions over the universes A and B are finite 
and, thus, the resulting formulas are in Lk,,. fi 
The preceding Corollary 2.19 yields the following normal-form theorem 
for sentences of L(& on finite structures. 
COROLLARY 2.20. Let o be a vocabulary and let k be a positive integer. 
Every sentence of Lk,, is equivalent on finite structures over o to a countable 
disjunction of countable conjunctions of Lk,-sentences. 
Proof. From Proposition 2.11 and Corollary 2.19 it follows that the 
E &,-equivalence class of a finite structure A can be defined by the 
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conjunction AY, of the set Y, of all sentences of L:,, that are true on A. 
As a result, every sentence $ of Lk,,,, is equivalent on finite structures to 
V A+* ‘A. 1 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.12 and Theorem 2.17, we get a game- 
theoretic characterization of definability in the logics Lk,,,, k 3 1, for 
classes of finite structures. 
PROPOSITION 2.21. Let %Z be a class of finite structures over the 
vocabulary 0 and let k be a positive integer. Then the following statements 
are equivalent : 
1. The class % is L&,u,-definable. 
2. If A and B are finite structures over o such that A E %? and Player II 
has a winning strategy for the k-pebble game on A and B, then BEE. 
The preceding results provide tools for establishing that certain proper- 
ties are not expressible in inlinitary logic with a finite number of variables. 
More specifically, in order to establish that a property Q is not expressible 
by any formula of Lz,, on finite structures it is enough to show that for 
any k > 1 there are finite structures A, and B, such that A, + Q, B, k Q, 
and Player II has a winning strategy for the k-pebble game on A, and B,. 
Moreover, Proposition 2.21 guarantees that this method is also complete, 
i.e., if Q is not expressible in Lk,<,,, then such structures A, and B, must 
exist. 
The following examples illustrate the use of k-pebble games in deriving 
lower bounds for expressibility. 
EXAMPLE 2.22. Cliques, even cardinality, and finiteness. Assume that 
the vocabulary (T consists of a binary relation symbol E. Let k be a positive 
integer, let K, be the complete graph with k nodes (the k-clique), and let 
K be a complete graph with more than k nodes. 
It is quite obvious that Player II has a winning strategy for the k-pebble 
game between K, and K. The family X of partial isomorphisms consists of 
all l-l mappings between substructures of Kk and K each with 1 elements, 
O<l<k. 
The immediate consequences of this fact are: 
l For any fixed k, the property “there are exactly k elements” cannot 
be expressed on finite graphs by any formula of U, <k L”,,; in other 
words, this property requires at least k variables (cf. also Immerman, 1982, 
for a different proof of this fact). 
l The property “there are an even number of nodes” cannot be 
expressed on finite graphs by any formula of L”,,,,. (This should be 
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contrasted with the earlier Example 2.3 concerning the expressive power of 
L”,, on total orders.) 
It follows that the inlinitary logic L,,, has strictly higher expressive power 
than the inlinitary logic LW,,. 
EXAMPLE 2.23. Hamiltonian graphs (Immerman, 1982; de Rougemont, 
1987). Let D,, m 2 1, be the totally disconnected graph with m elements, 
let C,, n b 1, be the cycle with n elements, and let A,,, be the product graph 
of D, and C,, i.e., the vertex set of A,,, is the union of the vertex sets of 
D, and C,, while the set of edges of A,,, consists of the edges of C, and 
edges between every vertex of D, and every vertex of C,. It is easy to see 
that 
l Am, 
, is Hamiltonian if and only if m <n. 
l Player II has a winning strategy for the k-pebble game on Ak,k and 
A k+l,k, for every kB 1. 
It follows that Hamiltonicity is not expressible by any formula of L”,,. 
This was established first in Immerman (1982); the above proof is from de 
Rougemont (1987). 
EXAMPLE 2.24. Eulerian graphs. Recall that an undirected graph is 
Eulerian if and only if every vertex has even degree. Let Bk = (I’, E) be the 
undirected graph with vertex set {a, b, ci, . . . . ck} and edges 
(a, cl 1, . . . . (a, c,), (6 cl), . . . . (6 ck). 
It is clear that Bk is Eulerian if and only if k is an even number. 
Moreover, Player II has an obvious winning strategy for the k-pebble game 
onB,andB,+,. Thus, the property of being Eulerian is a polynomial-time 
property that is not expressible by any formula of L”,,. 
In each of the preceding examples the winning strategy of Player II was 
quite obvious. More sophisticated applications of pebble games have 
appeared in several places in the literature, including Immerman (1982), 
Cai et al. (1989), Lakshmanan and Mendelzon (1989), and Kolaits and 
Vardi (1990b), where this method has been used successfully to establish 
limitations of the expressive power of various logics. 
Problem. We conclude this section by presenting an open problem. We 
showed earlier that 2-colorability is a property expressible in tixpoint logic 
and, consequently, it is definable by a sentence of L”,,. It is not known, 
however, whether or not 3-colorability is expressible in L”,,. 
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3. &l LAWS FOR INFINITARY L~GICS 
Let c be a vocabulary consisting of finitely many relation symbols on/y 
and let C be the class of all finite structures over (T with universe an initial 
segment ( 1, 2, . . . . n > of the integers for some n B 1. 
If P is a property of (some) structures in C, then the (labeled) asymptotic 
probability p(P) on C is defined to be equal to the limit as n -+ co of the 
fraction of structures in C of cardinality n which satisfy P, provided this 
limit exists. If L is a logic, we say that the cl law holds for L in case ,u(P) 
exists and is equal to 0 or 1 for every property P expressible in the logic L. 
In the past, O-1 laws for various logics L were proved by establishing 
first a transfer theorem for L of the following kind: 
There is an infinite structure R over the vocabulary (T such 
that for any property P expressible in L we have: 
R satisfies PO p(P) = 1 on C. 
This method was discovered by Fagin (1976) in his proof of the &l law 
for first-order logic on finite structures. It was also used later in Blass et al. 
(1985) to establish to &-I law for positive-lixpoint logic and in Kolatis 
and Vardi (1987, 1990a) to show that the 0-l law holds for iterative logic 
(partial-fixpoint logic) and for certain fragments of second-order logic. 
It turns out that there is a countable structure R over the vocabulary (T 
that satisfies the above equivalence for all these logics. Moreover, this 
structure R is unique up to isomorphism. We call R the countable random 
structure over the vocabulary 0. The random structure R is characterized by 
an infinite set of extension axioms, which, intuitively, assert that every type 
can be extended to any other possible type. The precise detinitions are as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G be a vocabulary consisting of relation symbols 
only. 
l If x = (Xi, . ..) x,) is a sequence of distinct variables, then a type 
t(x) in the variables x over 0 is the conjunction of all the formulas in 
a maximally consistent set S of equalities xi= .y/, inequalities xi #*YJu,, 
atomic formulas in the variables x, and negated atomic formulas in the 
variables x. 
l Let z be a variable that is different from all the variables m x. We 
say that a type t(x, Z) extends the type S(X) if every conjunct of s(x) is also 
a conjunct of t(x, z). 
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l With each pair s(x) and t(x, z) of types such that t extends s we 
associate a first-order extension axiom t,., stating that 
(Vx)(s(x) -+ (32) t(x, z)), 
Let T be the set of all extension axioms. The theory T was studied by 
Gaifman (1964), who showed, using a back and forth argument, that any 
two countable models of T are isomorphic (T is an o-categorical theory). 
Fagin (1976) realized that the extension axioms are relevant to the study 
of probabilities on finite structures and proved that on the class C of all 
finite structures over a finite vocabulary e 
for any extension axiom r,.,. The equivalence between truth on R and 
almost sure truth on C (and consequently the O-1 law for first-order logic 
on finite structures) follows from these two results by an application of the 
compactness theorem. 
In proving the O-l law for positive-fixpoint logic, Blass et al. (1985) used 
the O-l law for first-order logic together with a well known model-theoretic 
characterization of w-categorical theories, due to Engeler (1959), Ryll- 
Nardzewski (1959), Svenonius (1959) and Vaught (1961). This charac- 
terization asserts that a set Z of first-order sentences has a unique (up to 
isomorphism) countable model if and only if for every n there are only 
finitely many inequivalent first-order formulas with n free variables in the 
models of C. In Kolaitis and Vardi (1987) we obtained the &I law for 
iterative logic (partial-lixpoint logic) by employing a model theoretic 
argument similar to the one in Blass et al. (1985) for positive-lixpoint logic. 
We give a sketch of this argument next. 
Let cp(x,, . . . . x,, S) be a first-order formula such that x,, . . . . x, are its free 
variables and S is an n-ary relation symbol not in the vocabulary rr. Let @ 
be the operator associated with cp(.~i, . . . . x,, S), and let @“’ be the mth 
stage of @, m > 1. Recall that, by Theorem 2.8, each stage @” of @ is 
definable by a formula cp”(x 1, . . . . xn) of first-order logic. Since the random 
structure R is a model of the w-categorical theory T of all extension 
axioms, it follows that there are only finitely many inequivalent first-order 
formulas with n free variables over R. Thus, there are integers N < N’ such 
that 
Rl= (V~,)...(vx,)(cp~(x,, . . . . x,)-(pN’(x,, . . . . x,1). 
Let N, N’ be the smallest such integers. Note that if N’ = N + 1, then cp 
converges on R in N stages. Otherwise, cp diverges on R, and we have that 
R l# (Vx,) ... (VX,)(#(X,, . . . . x,) +-+ cp”+ ‘(.x1, . . . . x,)). 
In the first case cpm is equivalent to cpN, and in the second case cpX is 
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equivalent to false. Thus, rp” is equivalent to a first-order formula, and this 
fact is witnessed by first-order sentences. The transfer theorem for first- 
order logic implies that the witness sentences that hold in R are true almost 
everywhere on the class C of all finite structures over 0. Thus, partial- 
fixpoint logic collapses to first-order logic on almost all finite-structures. 
The &I law for partial-fixpoint logic is now obtained immediately from the 
k-1 law for first-order logic. Moreover, the transfer theorem extends to 
partial-fixpoint logic as well. 
We note that the proof of the (rl law for certain fragments of second- 
order logic in Kolaitis and Vardi (1987, 1990a) used among others the 0-l 
law for first-order logic, the compactness theorem, and further model- 
theoretic properties of the logics considered. 
In what follows here we show that the O-l law holds for the infinitary 
logic L’; (u on finite structures and give three different proofs. The first proof 
extends the proofs in Blass ef a/. ( 1985) and Kolaitis and Vardi ( 1987) in 
their use of w-categoricity and their appeal to the &I law for first-order 
logic. In contrast, neither of the other two proofs employs any “intinististic” 
methods. The first of these proofs uses a quantifier-elimination method, 
while the second one uses the pebble games of the previous section and 
their relation to L:<” -equivalence. These proofs do not assume the O-l law 
for first-order logic, they do not involve the random structure R or any 
other infinite structure, and they do not make use of compactness or of any 
of its consequences. Moreover, the &l law is derived directly without 
establishing a transfer theorem first. 
The results reported here on the one hand subsume the earlier ones in 
Fagin (1976), Blass et al. (1985), and Kolaitis and Vardi (1987) and on the 
other hand provide a unifying treatment of 0-l laws for first-order logic 
and its extensions with fixpoint operators or infinitary syntax, 
3.1. g-1 Laws via a Transfer Theorem 
The proof of the &l law for partial-tixpoint logic described earlier used 
the fact that partial-fixpoint logic collapses to first-order logic on the 
random structure R, and furthermore, this collapse is witnessed by a tirst- 
order sentence. Now it is easy to see that Lkw also collapses to Lk,, over 
the random structure R, since, by the aforementioned characterization of 
o-categorical theories, every infinite disjunction of Lt,,,-formulae has only 
a finite number of nonequivalent disjuncts. What is not immediately 
obvious is that this collapse is witnessed by a first-order sentence. 
Nevertheless, this turns out to be the case. 
LEMMA 3.2. For every k > 0, there is a first-order sentence tik such thut 
1. R+$k, and 
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2. for any Lk,,-formula cp, there is an Lt,,-formula cp’ such that 
tik I= cp +-+ cpl. 
ProoJ For technical convenience assume that only the variables 
x,, . . . . xk are used in formulas of Lk,,. 
Since R is a model of the o-categorical theory T of all extension axioms, 
it follows that there are only finitely many inequivalent formulas of Lk, 
over R. Let a,, . . . . a, be representatives from the equivalence classes of 
formulas. Note that this collection of formulas must express the atomic 
formulas and be closed, up to equivalence, under negation, disjunction, and 
existential quantification. That is, for each atomic formula p(x,, . . . . xk) 
there is some CC, such that R /= (Vx, . ..Vx.)(p(x,, . . . . xk) c) ai). Also, for 
each cli there exists ai. such that R k (Vx, ‘.. Vxk)( laicl xi!). Similarly, 
for each c(~, aj there exists elk such that R k (Vx, . Vx,)(cq v a,j tf Q). 
Finally, for each t(; and variable xj there exists tl, such that 
R t= (Vx, -Vx,)(3xj ai++ a,). 
We call the above sentences the closure axioms. Let ek be the conjunc- 
tion of all the closure axioms. Note that l//k is a sentence of Lt,, because 
there are only finitely many inequivalent formulas of Lk,,. Moreover, it is 
clear that R + $k. It remains to prove the second claim. We show that if 
$k is taken as an axiom, then each formula of Lk,, is equivalent to one of 
the X;S. The proof is by induction on the structure of formulas of Lk,,, 
assuming that formulas are built using negation, infinite disjunctions, and 
existential quantification. 
Let cp be a formula of L”,,. If cp is an atomic formula, then by the 
closure axioms it is equivalent to an aj. If cp is lp or 3xjp, then by the 
induction hypothesis p is equivalent to an zi, and, by the closure axioms, 
CP is equivalent to an cli. Finally, if cp is the infinite disjunction V ‘pj of 
Lt,-formulas, then by the induction hypothesis each ‘pj is equivalent to 
some cli, and by the closure axioms cp is equivalent to some 01,. m 
The transfer theorem for LzW follows from Lemma 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. rf cp is a sentence of Lz,, then the following are 
equivalent : 
1. p(q)== 1. 
2. RF=. 
Proof: Let rp be a sentence of Lk,,. By Lemma 3.2 and the O-l law for 
first-order logic we have that p(t,Gk) = 1 and, for any Lk,,-sentence cp, there 
is an Li,- sentence cp’ such that Gk k cp tt cp’. If R k cp, then R k cp’, and by 
the O-l law for first-order logic we have that ~(9’) = 1. It follows that 
,~(cp)=l. IfRpcp, then Rki~cp, and p(cp)=O. 1 
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The G-1 law for Lz,” is an immediate consequence of the transfer 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. The &l law holds for the infinitary logic L”,,, i.e., if $ 
is a sentence of Lz;,,, then the asymptotic probability u($) exists and is equal 
to either 0 or 1. 
Remark 3.5. The O-1 law for L”,, has also certain immediate applica- 
tions to definability theory. For example, the property “there are an even 
number of elements” is not expressible in L”,,, because it does not have an 
asymptotic probability. This fact was obtained earlier in Example 2.22 
using k-pebble games. 
Remark 3.6. There is an extensive literature on cl laws for first-order 
logic on restricted classes of finite structures (cf. Compton, 1988a for a 
survey of results in this area). The method developed in Lemma 3.2 and 
Theorem 3.3 applies to arbitrary classes ‘%’ of finite structures and yields the 
t%l law for L”,, on %?, provided the set of first-order sentences with 
probability 1 on %? is an &categorical theory. This is, for example, the 
case with the class of partial orders investigated by Compton (1988b), and 
the class of K,, , -free graphs investigated by Kolaitis, et al. (1987).’ 
3.2. (rl Laws via Quantifier-Elimination 
Glebskii et al. (1969) proved the &l law for first-order logic, inde- 
pendently of Fagin (1976), using what amounts to a certain quantifier- 
elimination method. We use here a different quantifier-elimination method 
that has its origin in Grandjean’s work on the computational complexity of 
the O-1 law for first-order logic (Grandjean, 1983). 
DEFINITION 3.7. If k is a positive integer, then we write ek for the 
conjunction of all extension axioms T,~,, with at most k variables. 
Note that each 19~ is a sentence of L:,,, i.e., it is a first-order sentence 
with at most k distinct variables. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let k and m be two positive integers such that m ,< k. rf 
s(x,, . . . . x,) is a type over the vocabulary o and cp(x,, . . . . x,) is a formula of 
Lk,w with free variables among x = (x 1, . . . . x,), then exactly one of the 
following two statements holds: 
1. f4 k w)w) -+ cow. 
2. 6, k WxN4x) -+ lcp(X)). 
3 We thank an anonymous referee for making the observations contained in this remark. 
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Proof: This theorem will be proved by induction on the construction of 
formulas in Lk,, whose variables are among X, , ,.., .xk and whose free 
variables are among x,, . . . . x,, simultaneously for all m 6 k and for all 
types s(x,, . . . . x,). A crucial use of the extension axioms will be made in the 
case where the formula q(x) starts with an existential quantifier. 
The base case of the induction (equalities and atomic formulas) and the 
induction step for the negation (1) are obvious. Assume that cp(.~, . . . . x,) 
is an inlinitary conjunction A Y of formulas $(.u,, . . . . x,) of Lk,,,. By 
induction hypothesis, for each II/ E Y either 
l Ok t= (VXMX) + $(x)) 
or 
l 0, I= WMX) + 1$4x)). 
If there is a formula $ E Y such that ok + (Vx)(s(x) -+ l+(x)), then 
Ok I= (VJx)(s(x) -+ 1A Y(x)); 
otherwise, 
0, I= (Vx)(s(x) + A Y(x)). 
Assume next that cp(x ,, . . . . x,) is the formula (3~) $(x1, . . . . x,, 2) and that 
the induction hypothesis holds for $(.x,, . . . . x,,, 2). If 
then (2) holds for cp(?c,, . . . . x,). Otherwise, 
We will show that in the latter case 
Ok + WX)(.~(X) + (32) $(x3 z). 
Note that, by our assumption about the variables of cp(x,, . . . . x,), we must 
have that the variable z is the variable x,, for some j such that 1 <j < k. We 
now distinguish two cases, namely the case where j > m and the case where 
j<m. 
Case 1. j > m, which means that the variable z is different from all the 
variables x, , . . . . x,. Note that in this case m must be less than k. 
Since ek l# (Vx)(s(x) + l(3z) $(x, z)), there is a structure D over d such 
that D l= ok and 
D I= (~x)(s(x) A (32) $6, z)). 
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Let ul, . . . . a,, h be elements of the universe D of D such that 
D != ~(a,, . . . . a,) A $(a,, . . . . a,, b). 
Let t(s, , . . . . x,, z) be the unique type such that D k ~(a,, . . . . a,, b), i.e., 
t(x, 3 . . . . -y,, 2) is the conjunction of all equalities, inequalities, atomic 
formulas, and negated atomic formulas in the variables x,, . . . . x,, -? 
satisfied by a,, . . . . a,, h. Note that the type t(x,, . . . . x,, 2) extends the type 
X(-Y, , . . . . x,,). We also have that 
D + (3-u, . ..3~.,,)(3z)(t(x,, . . . . x,, z) A $(x,, . . . . x,, z)). 
By applying the induction hypothesis to the formula II/(x,, . . . . x,, z) of Lli,, 
and to the type t(x,, . . . . x,, z), we infer that 
Since the type t is an extension of the type s and 0, is the conjunction of 
all extension axioms with at most k variables, it follows that 
0, k W)(s(x) --+ W) t(x, z)). 
We can now conclude that 
Ok I= (VXMX) + (32) II/(x, z)), 
Case 2. j< m, which means that the variable z is the variable xi for 
some j < m. In this case, the free variables of the formula II/ are among the 
variables x, , . . . . X, and, moreover, we have that there is a structure D over 
cr such that D k 8, and 
D + (3x, . . 3x,)(s(x, , . . . . x,) A (3x,) t+b(x,, . . . . x,)). 
Let a,, . . . . u, be elements of the universe D of D such that 
D, a,, . . . . a, i= 0, 3 . . . . XVI) * OXi) $(x1 7 ...Y x,), 
let x* be the sequence of variables x,, . . . . xi-, , x,, , , . . . . x,, and let s*(x*) 
be the unique type such that D k $*(a,, . . . . ai-,, uj+, , ..,, a,). Then there is 
an element b of the universe D of D such that 
Let t*(x,, . . . . .yj, . . . . x,) be the unique type such that D k t*(u,, . . . . a,- Ir 
6, uj+ 11 ...) a,). Note that the type t*(x,, . . . . x,) extends the type s*(x*) 
and that 
D t= (3x, ... 3x,)(t*(x,, . . . . x,) A Ii/(x,, . . . . x,)). 
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By applying the induction hypothesis to the formula 9(x,, . . . . x,) of Lk,, 
and to the type t*(x,, . . . . x,), we infer that 
0, t= (Vx, . . . Vx,)(t*(x,) . ..) x,) + $(x,, . ..) x,)). 
Since the type t*(x,, . . . . x,) is an extension of the type 3*(x*) and 8, is the 
conjunction of all extension axioms with at most k variables, it follows that 
0, + (vx*)(s*(x*) + (3x,) t*(x,, . ..) x,)). 
We can now conclude that 
Ok k tvx*)Cs*Cx* 1 + tqxj) Il/Cxl 3 ...> xm)) 
and, consequently, 
since (Vx)(s(x) + s*(x*)) is valid. m 
COROLLARY 3.9. Zf $ is a sentence of Lk,,, then either tIk k II/ or 
ok + 1 II/. As a result, if A and B are two models of Ok, then A E k,,B. 
The first-order version of the preceding Theorem 3.8 was obtained by 
Grandjean (1983), while Immerman (1982) established Corollary 3.9 for 
sentences of Li,. 
We now have all the machinery needed to establish the O-l law. 
THEOREM 3.10. The &l law holds for the infinitary logic L”,,; i.e., if+ 
is a sentence of Lz,, then the asymptotic probability p(e) exists and is equal 
to either 0 or 1. 
Prooj If II/ is a sentence of Lk,,, for some k B 1, then, by Corollary 3.9, 
e,i=II/ or okI= 11cI. 
In the first case we have that p($) = 1 and in the second p(l$) = 1, 
because ~(0,) = 1. The latter holds, because ek is a finite conjunction of 
extension axioms and, as Fagin (1976) showed, p(r,,,)= 1 for each 
extension axiom r,, f. 1 
We can also easily derive a transfer theorem for each intinitary logic 
Lk,,, k 2 1. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let k be a positive integer, and let B be a model of ek. 
Zf II/ is a sentence of Lk,,, then the following are equivalent: 
1. I*($)= 1 
2. ok!=+. 
3. B/=$. 
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Proof: Let $ be a sentence of Lk,, such that p(II/) = 1. Then fIk k $, 
since, otherwise, it would follow from Corollary 3.9 that ok k 1 I,+, which in 
turn yields that p( l$) = 1 and ,u($) = 0. It is obvious that if 13~ )= $, then 
B k $. Finally, assume that B k $. Then p($) = 1, since, otherwise, by the 
O-1 law for Lk,,, we would conclude that /J( l$) = 1, which implies that 
B!=lti. I 
COROLLARY 3.12. Zf R is the countable random structure over the 
vocabulary IS and $ is a sentence of L”,,, then 
Proof. The random structure R is a model of each ok, k > 1. [ 
Note that each ok has both finite and inlinite models; actually, an 
arbitrary finite structure over e is a model of ok with probability 1. In par- 
ticular, there are infinitely many countable models satisfying the transfer 
theorem for the inlinitary logic Lk,,. This should be contrasted with the 
situation in L”,,, where the random structure R is the unique countable 
structure satisfying the transfer theorem, since L”,, includes all the exten- 
sion axioms, which have a unique countable model. 
Although we used earlier the term “quantifier-elimination method’, we 
did not actually justify this terminology. We conclude this section by 
establishing a quantifier-elimination theorem for Lk,, on models of ok, 
which strengthens Lemma 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let k be a positive integer and let cp(x,, . . . . x,) be a 
formula of Lk,, with free variables among x = (x,, . . . . x,). Then there is a 
quantifier-free formula x(x,, . . . . x,) of Lz, such that 
e/c k (V’x)(cp(x) -x(x)). 
Proof: Let X, be the set of all types s(xi, . . . . x,) for which there is a 
structure D such that 
D k ok A (m(X) A Cpb)). 
We claim that the required formula x(x,, . . . . x,) is 
sx 4x19 ...? x,1, ‘p 
Note first that x(x,, . . . . x,) is a quantifier-free formula of Lk,, because the 
vocabulary (r is finite and, as a result, there are finitely many distinct types 
in the variables x,, .,., x,. 
64319812.II 
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Moreover, it follows from the definitions that 
8, I== (V’x)(cp(x) -+ x(x)). 
For the other direction, let D be a model of 8,, let a,, . . . . a,, be elements 
from the universe D of D, and let s(x,, . . . . x,) be a type in the set X, such 
that 
D I= ~(a,, . . . . a,). 
By Theorem 3.8, exactly one of the following two statements holds: 
1. Ok I= WMX) -+ dx)). 
2. Ok I= WMX) + lcp(X)). 
Since s(xi, . . . . x,) is a type in the set X,, the second statement (2) is ruled 
out and, hence 
Dt=da,,...,a,). I 
Remark 3.14. Note that the proof of Theorem 3.10 implies in particular 
that if a sentence $ of Lk,, is true almost everywhere, then there is a lirst- 
order sentence that is true almost everywhere and logically implies $. Blass 
and Harary (1979) showed that there is no first-order sentence that is true 
almost everywhere and logically implies Hamiltonicity. We can, therefore, 
conclude that there is no property of L”,, that is true almost everywhere 
and logically implies Hamiltonicity. In other words, there is no sufficient 
condition for Hamiltonicity which is expressible in Lw,, and has 
asymptotic probability equal to 1. This can be viewed as a strengthening of 
the earlier fact in Example 2.23 that Hamiltonicity is not expressible in 
LZ,. 
3.3. Cl Laws via Pebble Games 
Let k be a fixed positive integer. If A is a finite structure, then we write 
[A] for the equivalence class of A with respect to the equivalence relation 
3 
k SW. In what follows we will show that there is a tight connection 
between &l laws and the asymptotic probabilities of equivalence classes 
[A]. Actually, this turns out to be a general fact that holds for arbitrary 
probability measures. 
So far all the results presented here are about the uniform probability 
measures on %?, i.e., all structures with n elements carry the same proba- 
bility. There is, however, a well developed study of random structures 
under variable probability measures. This started with the work of Erdds 
and RCnyi (1960) and is presented in detail in Bollobas (1985). In general, 
for each n k 1 one has a probability measure pr, on all structures in %’ with 
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n elements, where pr, may be a non-uniform distribution. The asymptotic 
probability pr(P) of a property P (relative to the probability measures 
pm, n > 1) is defined by pr(P) = lim,, oci pr,(P), provided this limit exists. 
If L is a logic, then we say that a (Xl law holds for L relative to the measure 
pr if for every sentence 1+4 of L the asymptotic probability pr($) exists and 
is either 0 or 1. Notice that, strictly speaking, pr is not a probability 
measure, because it is not countably additive (it is, however, finitely 
additive). 
Spencer and Shelah (1988) investigated O-l laws for first-order logic 
under variable probability measures on the class of undirected graphs. 
They obtained a classification of the probability measures for which the 
first-order O-1 law holds. We establish next a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of &1 laws for LLW under arbitrary probability 
measures. 
THEOREM 3.15. Let K be a class of finite structures over the vocabulary 
o, let k be a positive integer, and let pr,,, n 3 1, be a sequence of probability 
measures on the structures in K with n elements. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
1. The &I law holds for the infinitary logic LkW relative to the 
measure pr. 
2. There is an equivalence class C of the equivalence relation E “,, 
such that pr(C) = 1. 
Proof Assume that pr(C) = 1 for some equivalence class C of - “,, and 
let II/ be a sentence of Lk,,. If $ holds for the structures in C, then 
pr($) = 1, because the set of models of ~5 contains C. If, on the other hand, 
II/ fails for the structures in C, then pr( 1 II/) = 1 and, hence, pr($) = 0. 
In the other direction, we show that if the t&l law held for Lko relative 
to a measure, but every equivalence class C of - “,, had probability 0, then 
we could find a sentence of Lk,, whose probability is neither 0 nor 1. To 
see this, let C,, C,, . . . be an enumeration of the equivalence classes of = “,, 
on K, and let CJ’ be the set of n-element structures in C,. Note that for all 
n > 0 there exists some integer m such that Cz. = 0 for all m’ > m, since 
there are finitely many n-element structures. Let m, < m2 < .. . be an 
increasing sequence such that Ck, = 0 for all m’ > m,. 
We denote by N the set of nonnegative integers, and we denote by [O,j) 
the set (0, . . ..j- l}. For any set XC N, let CX= lJiEX Ci. We define pr,(X) 
(resp., pr(X)) to be pr,(C,) (resp. pr(C,)). We use the following three 
properties: 
1. If X is finite, then pr(X) = 0, since by assumption pr(C,) = 0 for all 
ik 0. 
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2. pr,( [0, m,)) = 1, since pr,(N) = 1 and C; = /zr for all m 2 m,. 
3. If XG [0, m,) and ZG N- [0, m,), then pi-,(X) = pr,(Xu Z) for 
all l<n, since CL=@ for all mEZ and 16n. 
We construct a set X of integers such that for infinitely many i’s we have 
that pr,(X) > 3/4 and infinitely many i’s we have that pr,(X) < l/4. It 
follows that pr(X) is undefined. X is constructed in stages. In the ith stage 
we define a nonnegative integer n, and a pair of finite disjoint sets 
X,, Y;E [0, m,,) such that the following hold: 
1. X, G Xi+ i, Yi c Y;,, , and Xi u Yi = [0, m,,); 
2. if i is odd, then pr,,(X,) > 3/4, and if i is even then pr,,(Xi) < l/4. 
The desired set X is simply uj X,. We now define the sets Xi and Yi 
by induction. For i = 1, let IZ, = 1, X, = [0, m, ), and Y, = 0. Then 
pri(Xi) = 1. Assume inductively, that ni, Xi and Yi have been defined. 
There are two cases now. 
Case 1. If i is odd, then pr,, (Xi) > 3/4. Since pr(X,) = 0, there is an 
integer q>n, such that pr,(X,) < l/4. We let n,, i = q, Xi+, =X,, and 
Yi+,=[O,m,)-Xi. 
Case 2. If i is even, then pr, (Xi) < l/4. Since pr( Yi) = 0, there is an 
integer q>ni, such that pr,([O, my)- Yi) > 3/4. We let ni+ i = q, 
Xi=[O,m,)- Yi+i, and Y,+i= Y,. 
Now let X= U, Xi. It is easy to see that X is disjoint from Yj, for all 
i > 1. Since Xi u Yj = [0, m,), it follows that pr,,(X) = pr,,(XJ. It follows 
that there are infinitely many i’s such pr,,(X) > 3/4, and there infinitely 
many i’s such that pr,,(X) < l/4. Thus, pr(X) is undefined. Using Proposi- 
tion 2.11, we can construct a sentence ‘pX of Lk,, that defines the class C,. 
It follows that pr(cpX) is undefined. 1 
Remark 3.16. 1. Note that if the &l law holds for Lk,, relative to a 
measure pr, then there is exactly one equivalence class C of = “,, such that 
pr( C) = 1. All other equivalence classes of E “,, have probability 0. 
2. We should also point out that the preceding theorem does not 
hold in general for arbitrary logics. For example, if L is first-order logic 
and pr is the uniform measure p, then the O-1 law holds for L, but each 
equivalence class of L has probability 0, because every finite structure is 
described up to isomorphism by a first-order sentence. 
The crucial property of Lkw used in the proof is its closure under infinite 
conjunctions and disjunctions. Let L, be the fragment of first-order logic 
consisting of first-order sentences of quantifier depth r. By Fraisst’s 
theorem (Fraisse, 1954), the relation of elementary equivalence on L, has 
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finitely many equivalence classes and, consequently, L, is closed under 
arbitrary disjunctions and conjunctions. Thus, the analogous version of the 
above Theorem 3.15 holds for L,. 
3. Spencer (1991) obtained 0-l laws for first-order logic with respect 
to the class of undirected graphs relative to certain variable probability 
measures by examining first-order sentences of fixed quantifier depth and 
using Ehrenfeucht/FraissC games. The idea of using games to obtain O-1 
laws seems to originate with the work of Lynch (1980, cf. also Compton, 
1988a). 
We now return to the uniform measure p on Lk,, and give a different 
proof of the &l law for Lk,, using the preceding Theorem 3.15 and the 
characterization of = “,,,, in terms of pebble games. 
THEOREM 3.17. Let GF? be the class of all finite structures, let k be a 
positive integer, and let 0, be the conjunction of all extension axioms with at 
most k variables. if A is a finite structure that is a model of Bk, then 
,a( [A]) = 1. As a result, the &l law holds for Lk,,, relative to the unzform 
measure on 97. 
Proof: If A and B are both models of ok, then it is easy to verify that 
Player II has a winning strategy in the k-pebble game on A and B. 
Intuitively, the winning strategy for Player II is provided by the elements 
of A and B witnessing the extension axioms with at most k variables. We 
now describe this more formally. 
Let c,, . . . . c, and d,, . . . . d, be the interpretations of the constant symbols 
of the vocabulary u on A and B, respectively. We have to show that there 
is a family &? of partial isomorphisms on A and B that provides a winning 
strategy for Player II in the k-pebble game. 
The desired family X is built by starting with the partial isomorphism 
that maps ci to di, for 1 Q i 6 k, and taking the closure under subfunctions 
and back-and-forth extensions, where a back-and-forth-extension is defined 
as follows. 
Let h be a member of 2 whose domain is the set {cr , . . . . cI, a,, . . . . a,,,!, 
where m <k, and let a be an element that is not in the domain of h. Let 
S(X,) . ..) x,) and t(x,, . . . . x,, z) be types such that Ak s(a,, . . . . a,) and 
A k [(a,, -., a,, a). Since h is a partial isomorphism, we also have 
B l= s(al, . . . . a,). Consider the extension axiom z,.,, i.e., 
(VX ,, . ..) x,)(s(x,, . ..) x,) + (3z) t(x,, . ..) x,, z)). 
Since t,,, uses at most k variables and B b 13~, there exists an element b 
such that B k t(h(a,), . . . . h(a,), b). Thus, hu {(a, b)} is a partial 
isomorphism, which is added to 2. This is the “forth” extension; the 
“back” extension is defined analogously using the fact that A k 8,. 
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It follows from Theorem 2.17 that if A and B are both models of 8,, then 
A = k,,B. Since ~(0,) = 1 (Fagin, 1976) it follows that p( [A]) = 1, for any 
finite structures A that is a model of ek. [ 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We established here the &l law for the infinitary logic L”,,, under the 
uniform probability measure. It is an interesting open problem to 
investigate Cl laws for lixpoint logics or for inlinitary logics under variable 
probability’measures. No results in this direction are known at present, but 
our Theorem 3.15 provides a handle for attacking this problem. 
Previous investigations of CL1 laws for first-order logic and fixpoint logics 
examined also the computational complexity of the decision problem for 
the values of the probabilities, namely the complexity of deciding whether 
the probability of a sentence is 0 or 1 (Grandjean, 1983; Blass et al., 1985; 
Kolaitis and Vardi, 1987). This problem, however, is computationally 
meaningful only when the logic under consideration has an effective syntax. 
Thus, this investigation cannot be carried out for the inftnitary logics Lk,,,, 
ka 1. 
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